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Chapter 7

Rethinking heirlooms in early medieval graves

Brian Costello and Howard Williams

Since the influential work of Roger White (1988; 1990), there have been a range of studies exploring the reuse and recycling of 
artefacts in southern and eastern Britain in the 5th–7th centuries AD, focusing especially on the reuse of Roman artefacts in 
early Anglo-Saxon furnished inhumation graves. This chapter will reappraise the theoretical and methodological framework 
for such studies, suggesting that the focus on ‘Roman’ artefacts distracts attention away from the potential mnemonic 
significance of deploying early medieval curated artefacts in the mortuary arena as key components of burial assemblages. We 
propose a new approach to early medieval artefacts, focusing on how older early medieval ‘heirlooms’ were deployed within 
the burial tableau as significant elements of mortuary performance. This argument is illustrated by four furnished inhumation 
graves, two each from a pair of cemeteries in east Kent.

Keywords: Early medieval, heirlooms, mortuary practices, object biography, social memory

Introduction

In the last three decades, a range of studies focusing on different materials and parameters have sought 
to explain the presence of Roman-period materials within graves of 5th–7th century date from southern 
and eastern Britain (Eckardt and Williams 2003; Fleming 2010; Sherlock 2016; Swift 2006; White 1988). 
This phenomenon was recognised very early in the study of Anglo-Saxon furnished graves. For instance, 
the mid-nineteenth century collector and archaeologist Charles Roach Smith concluded that they may 
reveal direct relationships between the Romano-British and Anglo-Saxon incomers, attributing an 
‘heirloom status’ upon the objects (Smith 1871). Alternatively, these items were thought to possess 
superstitious or magical connotations for early medieval people because of their antiquity (Smith 1871; 
Rhodes 1990). Such anecdotal narratives persisted through 20th-century archaeological literature—
both cemetery reports and syntheses. When Audrey Meaney (1981) surveyed Roman objects deployed 
in early Anglo-Saxon-period graves, she interpreted their lack of apparent prosaic function to suggest 
they might join a range of other items (including fossils and miniature items) in being interpreted as 
‘amulets’. Yet, it was the significant national survey and analysis conducted by Roger White that first 
evaluated this practice in a systematic fashion. White (1988; 1990) recorded the presence of over five 
hundred Roman objects from 42 early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries. Unlike Meaney, White interpreted the 
reuse and recycling of Roman goods as practical rather than motivated by their perceived magical 
qualities: Roman items were selected as cheaper replacements for early Anglo-Saxon artefacts (White 
1988; 1990). Whatever their motive of reuse, White argued that they cannot be used as evidence of the 
survival of Romano-British people in early Anglo-Saxon England.

Subsequent studies have taken contrasting approaches, although no study has attempted to supplant 
White’s detailed analysis. Eckardt and Williams (2003) agreed with White that reused Roman objects 
were unlikely candidates as curated artefacts, but instead were scavenged from the remains of nearby 
Roman sites. Yet they emphasised the potential mnemonic significance of old artefacts in mortuary 
contexts, deriving from their lack of biographies, as opposed to their inheritance (Eckardt and Williams 
2003: 155–156). As retrieved artefacts, they may have been important for fostering the creation of new 
myths and histories linked to the landscape via the medium of material culture, especially costume, and 
subsequently via their deployment in graves (Eckardt and Williams 2003: 163). This conjuring of fictive 
pasts through material media correlates with the reuse of the ancient monuments, including Roman 
ruins, as loci for many early Anglo-Saxon burial sites (Williams 1997).
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The recycling of Roman objects in the formation of new objects during the early Anglo-Saxon period 
has also garnered attention and investigation. Ellen Swift (2006) analysed the biography of late 
Roman (4th century AD) bracelets and their modification into smaller rings, many of which were then 
deposited in early Anglo-Saxon graves. She doubted their heirloom status, since the bracelets’ forms 
were physically modified, altering their original function and meaning (Swift 2006: 28). In contrast, 
Chris Caple (2010) afforded a significance to the process of recycling and reuse itself. He discussed the 
recycling of Roman metal into Anglo-Saxon style objects, such as disc brooches, concluding that the 
origins of the metal would cause the veneration of freshly made material culture, with them becoming 
what he termed ‘ancestor artefacts’ (Caple 2010: 314). However, Robin Fleming (2010: 78) regarded that 
the recycling and reusing of metal from Roman objects was intended for the creation of new objects 
or as cheap replacements during the early Anglo-Saxon period. Fleming (2016: 148) also discussed how 
the decline of smelting in Britain after AD 400 led to the necessary recycling of metals. Her work set 
this in the context of the recycling of Roman building materials which continued until the 11th century 
AD, concluding that recycling during the Anglo-Saxon period was a normal, convenient occurrence 
(Fleming 2016: 150). Most recently, in discussing seventh-century (‘final-phase’) grave goods Sherlock 
(2016) argued that Roman objects shifted in importance in the 7th century, and were reused as high-
status jewellery, and possibly as amulets, as part of an expression of ‘status, faith and antiquity’ through 
female dress. In this argument, Sherlock echoes ideas developed elsewhere by Geake (1997) regarding 
the renewed importance of Romanitas in the 7th century. 

Perspectives on the reuse of Romano-British artefacts in early medieval funerary contexts clearly 
vary significantly: some regard the practice as a prosaic use of old artefacts as cheap replacements 
or raw materials, whilst others entertain the potential symbolic and mnemonic significance of 
these artefacts. A key criticism of all these studies is their elision of our archaeologically derived 
period categorisations with how people between the 5th–7th centuries AD might have perceived the 
biographies of things. In other words, only objects we as archaeologists today identify and date as 
‘Roman’ are considered of significance as ‘old’ items in early Anglo-Saxon life and death. Furthermore, 
these divergent approaches—symbolic, social, economic—share in relatively limited attention to 
the mortuary context of deposition. In particular, there is a lack of consideration regarding how 
these artefacts might have worked together with other (newer) items when deployed in both display 
and staged consignment into furnished graves to make statements about the dead by the living as 
assemblages (Williams 2006: 46–55, 123–134). Putting these critical points together, previous work 
has afforded limited attention to how items we regard as ‘Roman’ might work within the tableau 
of grave goods alongside artefacts with shallower, but still potentially significant, biographies of 
use linked to the social networks and histories of both the survivors and the deceased. Identifying 
these lacunae opens up new possibilities for interpreting the significance of old artefacts in early 
Anglo-Saxon communities and, in particular, during their mortuary practices. If interrogated within 
their mortuary contexts, Roman-period artefacts can be considered to operate as part of broader 
mnemonic compositions mediating social remembrance during the ritual process of early Anglo-
Saxon funerals in which they were but one element (Eckardt and Williams 2003). This is a particularly 
significant area of neglect when it is realised that the vast majority of items deployed in early 
Anglo-Saxon-period funerals are not excessively old objects, but instead their curation and known 
biographies would have motivated their funerary deposition. Taking a mnemonic perspective and 
focusing on the burial context, this chapter suggests a new approach to the complex role of curated 
artefacts in early medieval furnished inhumation graves, focusing on ‘early Anglo-Saxon’ rather than 
‘Roman’ artefacts, and drawing upon evidence from two well-excavated early Anglo-Saxon burial 
sites from east Kent: Mill Hill, Deal; and Saltwood Tunnel, Saltwood. The discussion here constitutes 
one element of a broader forthcoming study exploring the biographies of swords and brooches from 
early Anglo-Saxon Kentish cemeteries (Costello forthcoming).
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Curated artefacts as ‘heirlooms’

How might specifically curated artefacts operate in the early medieval mortuary arena? The term ‘heirloom’ 
might here be an effective catch-all term for such items. ‘Heirloom’ is defined by the Oxford English 
Dictionary (2018) as ‘any piece of personal property that has been in a family for several generations’ 
or ‘anything inherited from a line of ancestors, or handed down from generation to generation’. The 
etymology of the word ‘heirloom’ originates from a combination of two medieval English words: ‘heir’ 
being the inheritor of property or rank, and ‘lome’ meaning a tool (Lillios 1999: 241). 

The term ‘heirloom’ has been problematic in archaeological studies and its use has varied within academic 
contexts (Gilchrist 2013: 170). This can be partially attributed to the difficulty in discerning between 
artefacts that are ‘old’ when buried as opposed to simply old-fashioned in style, despite increasingly 
rigorous chronological phasing in early medieval archaeology, as well as enhanced investigations into 
evidence of wear and repair on artefacts. It also relates to the difficulty of interpreting older objects 
found in later contexts as belonging to a single family or lineage, rather than objects acquired or 
exchanged over long distances and between different groups. We must also remember that artefacts 
were being retrieved from the archaeological record in the Early Middle Ages by grave-robbing and the 
investigation of older sites (Eckardt and Williams 2003; Wessman 2007). 

These points relate to another challenge: the absence of evidence regarding the familial structures or 
inheritance patterns of early Anglo-Saxon people to afford support for any postulated mechanisms of 
curation (Sayer 2009). Still, the term has been variously used in studies of early Anglo-Saxon graves 
and their contents. In the first academic discussion of early Anglo-Saxon heirlooms, Brown (1915: 208) 
concluded that the presence of fewer swords compared to other weaponry in early Anglo-Saxon graves 
was due to the inheritance of the sword by the deceased’s heir. This presumption became known as 
Brown’s “heirloom factor” and has been casually accepted as an explanation for the lower ratio of 
swords within burials as an assumption of inheritance patterns (see also Härke 2000). 

These ideas have variously influenced numerous commentaries on the early Anglo-Saxon period, 
where the term heirloom has been used vaguely to describe an object which appears older than the 
rest of the grave assemblage (e.g. Härke 2000; Hills et al. 1984: 15; Huggett 1988; Parfitt and Brugmann 
1997: 50). However, given the focus on Roman-period artefact reuse (see above), the curation of early 
Anglo-Saxon-period artefacts has tended to be downplayed. The only exceptions are instances where 
high-status artefacts are demonstrably old and exotic (as, for example, with some of the items found in 
the exceptional burial assemblage in Mound 1 from Sutton Hoo (see Williams 2001)). Indeed, the desire 
for more precisely dated grave assemblages, assisted by radiocarbon dating, has tended to rule out 
heirlooms as an important component of early Anglo-Saxon mortuary ritual (Hines and Bayliss 2013).

Whilst we recognise the problems with its use, we suggest that the term ‘heirloom’ can be still used 
effectively to discuss curated artefacts, if not necessarily discerning those related to direct familial 
inheritance. Specifically, it can be used in early medieval contexts to refer to older objects with 
biographies of early Anglo-Saxon date used in graves, in contrast to retrieved artefacts originally of 
prehistoric and Roman date. These objects can be thought of as ‘antiques’, where the age of the objects, 
rather than the known biography, most likely prompted their collection and presence (Whitley 2002: 
226). Heirloom objects might include a range of items which have been selected, stored or displayed, but 
certainly items demonstrably curated and perhaps retaining a known biography to the owners. From 
simple or commonly used items such as beads or pottery to more precious items such as gold pendants 
and ivory bag rings (e.g. Huggett 1988), ‘heirlooms’ share in being important in social, economic, 
political and religious terms to the people who owned, curated, and continued their circulation beyond 
their utility or exchange value (Lillios 1999).
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Later historical sources provide a problematic source of analogy to understand the circulation of items 
in early medieval graves. Still, inheritance was included within the first recorded law codes of the 
Anglo-Saxons; the law codes of Aethelbert of Kent in AD 602/603 (Reilly 2004; see also Härke 2000; Sayer 
2009). Laws 78–81 of the codes present instructions and procedures for the inheritance of property 
within a family after a death or the absence of children as heirs (Härke 2000: 378; Reilly 2004: 20). These 
laws reveal that specific regulations were implemented when a normal inheritance protocol proved 
to be problematic. Although written from the beginning of the 7th century AD, these laws show that 
inheritance procedures were a normal occurrence which had been previously established (Härke 2000: 
378; Sayer 2009).

Although far later, further evidence is derived from the tenth- and eleventh-century AD wills (Whitelock 
1930). These written documents recorded details of the inheritance of land, wealth, as well as portable 
objects, such as clothes, swords, and jewellery. In some cases, the artefacts listed were described in detail, 
demonstrating their importance, value, or unique qualities (Whitelock 1930). Devlin (2009) has made 
the point that not all the possessions of an individual were included, suggesting that objects listed in 
the wills carried specifically important social meanings and messages, akin to the selection of artefacts 
for burial in the furnished inhumation burials of the 5th–7th centuries AD (see also Williams 2010). 
Devlin makes the connection that the roles of objects still played a major part for the remembrance of 
individuals, though the methods by which they were implemented had changed between the early to 
late Anglo-Saxon periods (Devlin 2009: 29–33).

Specific archaeological evidence can also bolster the argument that artefact-curation was integral to early 
Anglo-Saxon mortuary practice. In addition to exceptional high-status artefacts interred in ‘princely 
graves’ (see Williams 2001; 2006: 41, 135–141), evidence of the likely selective recycling of weapons and 
other iron implements from early Anglo-Saxon cremation pyres has been proposed (Williams 2005). 
Furthermore, some individual items are demonstrably old when buried in children’s graves. Grave 
reopening has similarly been highlighted as a prolific social practice in sixth- and seventh-century Kent, 
linked to the retrieval of selected valued items: brooches and swords (Klevnäs 2011: 72; 2015: 166) whilst 
other accompanying objects were left behind within the grave cut (Klevnäs 2015: 168). 

Further evidence can be discerned from evidence of wear and repair on early Anglo-Saxon artefacts. 
Later written documentation demonstrates the specific value of swords as objects of social status and 
curated over long periods (Bazelmans 1999; Davidson 1998; Härke 2000). Meanwhile, Brunning’s (2013) 
work shows that many early Anglo-Saxon examples display asymmetrical abrasion upon the hilt, which 
may have been caused by the daily or frequent wearing and handling of the weapon when worn in its 
scabbard. Hence items were evidently interred that were valued for their age as much as their utility: 
they often show signs of being repaired and refitted through complex life-histories

Brooches have also been interpreted as important social signifiers linked to identity, life stages, and 
social relations, but also in the commemoration of the dead (Devlin 2007: 41–42; Stoodley 1999; Williams 
2006: 47–55). Similar to swords, many brooches bear abrasion patterns (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997). 
Therefore, cremation technologies (which Williams (2005) demonstrated for early Anglo-Saxon England 
involved the fiery transformation and subsequent selective recycling of iron knives and weaponry), 
grave reopening, and the artefacts themselves, show that object biographies were integral to the 
performance and significance of mortuary rituals.

Set in this context, we can appreciate how artefacts inherited within a family or kin group during 
the early Anglo-Saxon period may have held a significant mnemonic role, especially when deployed 
to connect past and present during funerals. From their known and specific biographies, heirlooms 
placed in graves may have worked as mnemonic references to past people, events, and places, similar 
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to a genealogical history. The visual representation of an object owned by various individuals of the 
deceased’s family would have provoked the social remembrance of those individuals, connecting their 
own achievements, stories, and privileges in relation to the deceased. In a period when funerals were 
used as a platform for social competition and reconfiguration, the genealogical connection of heirlooms 
would have directly affected the social remembrance of the status of the deceased and their surviving 
family. This mirrors Connerton’s (1989: 85) discussion of how genealogies were public signs of privileged 
social station in the late to post-medieval periods. These genealogies comprised a direct connection to 
past relatives, which would also socially recollect the achievements of those individuals (Connerton 
1989: 85). Therefore, as part of mnemonic perspectives on early medieval mortuary practice—
investigating death rituals among communities experiencing the transformation of the Western Roman 
Empire and its barbarian successor states (Devlin 2007; Williams 2006)—archaeologists should explore 
the potentially complex biographies of grave goods. These items may have brought with them stories 
that connected the living with the dead and mediated commemoration in the mortuary arena (see also 
Devlin 2007; Williams 2006; 2010; 2014).

Why was social memory important in early medieval funerals? These open-air multi-staged ceremonies 
were not only public gatherings to mourn the dead, but also arenas for social competition through the 
quantity and quality of material culture amassed, exchanged and deposited (Halsall 1995: 247; Scull 1999). 
In addition, they were ‘technologies of remembrance’ in which material culture negotiated the selective 
remembering and forgetting of the dead in relation to social and cosmological schema (see Williams 
2006). Curated items with complex histories, might have accrued significance in such environments 
due to their unique biographies, bringing fame and prestige to funerals and honouring those they 
were deposited with (Williams 2001). Hence, the quantity and types of grave goods, including their 
biographies, might have been one of the key media used to create a distinctive funerary performance, 
responding to, and competing with, previous funerals by others. The positioning and treatment of the 
body in relation to the location and placement of specific and selective deployments of grave goods, 
created an assemblage for mourners present during the funerary rituals. These assemblages, not just 
their components, would influence the social remembrance of the community and the reconfiguration 
of status post-funeral (Halsall 1995; Williams 2006). Informed by this mnemonic approach to heirlooms 
as key dimensions of burial assemblages, we can proceed to craft a new approach to early Anglo-Saxon 
furnished graves.

New approaches to heirlooms

To date, there has been no systematic exploration of the interactions between new and ‘heirloom’ 
artefacts within specific burial assemblages to further reveal their roles in social remembrance during 
early Anglo-Saxon mortuary practice. The analysis of a series of early Anglo-Saxon burial sites in Kent 
has identified disparities in the accepted typological dating of individual artefacts within the entire 
burial assemblage in order to identify them as potential ‘heirlooms’ (Costello forthcoming). This 
approach considers the differences in grave good chronology, such as older typologies of brooches in 
combination with later variants, as well as sword hilt pieces found with other artefacts of contrasting 
date. The inhumed individual’s approximate age at death determined by osteological analysis was 
compared with the chronological timeframe of the analysed objects to discern any relationship.

A second factor was the identification of repairs or abrasion patterns upon the objects, a step taken 
with caution and in consideration of the entire grave context. In Leigh’s (1980: 484) work on square-
headed brooches, he discussed the problems in the interpretation of abrasion as a sign of age. Leigh 
presented the different scenarios and factors in which abrasion could occur at different rates. This 
included the type of metal, how and where the object was worn, and the frequency with which the 
brooch was used (Leigh 1980: 484–485). In addition, the recognition of repairs and abrasion patterns 
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Figure 7.1: Map of east Kent showing the Mill Hill, Deal, and Saltwood Tunnel, Saltwood, 
cemeteries in relation to the overall distribution of known early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries (Base 

map of historic coastline re-drawn after Brookes and Harrington (2010: 38, fig. 10))

is dependent upon which regimes of handling, cleaning, and conservation techniques were deployed 
(Brunning 2013: 132). However, abrasion also signifies their frequent use as dress items, and their 
form and character would have made them recognisable and memorable in association with specific 
individuals or groups within small farming early Anglo-Saxon communities akin to the way Brunning 
(2013: 143) has interpreted this on the asymmetrical wearing of sword hilt pieces. The chronological 
evidence, in tandem with indications of abrasion, were then analysed for both brooches and swords. 

Rethinking heirlooms at Mill Hill and Saltwood Tunnel

To illustrate the argument for this chapter, four graves from two early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, both 
excavated and published to a high standard in recent times, have been selected for further discussion. 
The cemeteries of Mill Hill, Deal and Saltwood Tunnel, Saltwood, were chosen because they are both 
located in the east of the county of Kent, and thus both are part of a tight concentration of early Anglo-
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Saxon furnished inhumation cemeteries revealing depositional practices and artefact-frequencies and 
types that differ from other parts of early Anglo-Saxon England (Brookes and Harrington 2010) (Figure 
7.1). Their evaluation in relation to each other consequently alleviates regional disparities in mortuary 
practice. Moreover, both cemeteries were in use over a comparable duration throughout the 6th and 
7th centuries AD (Parfitt and Brugmann. 1997; Riddler and Trevarthen 2006: 27; Sayer 2009: 158). They 
also both share locational characteristics: each reused Bronze Age round burial mounds as foci for 
mortuary practices (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 12; Riddler and Trevarthen 2006: 26; Williams 1997). 

The types and frequencies of objects, such as dress fasteners and martial gear, were also found to be 
similar between the two cemeteries. This reflects a regional trend of early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries in 
Kent containing a higher ratio of sword burials as well as a larger variety of brooch type and number 
in graves, in comparison with other English regions (Brunning 2013; Gilmour 2007; Härke 1989). The 
similarities in mortuary practices between the two cemeteries, as well as both being excavated and 
recorded using modern techniques, provide a quality context for analysis.

The cemetery at Mill Hill contained 76 inhumation burials organised in three burials plots focused 
around a Bronze Age barrow. The entire cemetery was excavated, although it is likely that the graves 
were not situated in isolation (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 11): there is evidence of a second cemetery 
half a kilometre to the north-west, but this was never professionally excavated before the site was 
developed (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 4). Plot A designated the group on the south-west, Plot B on 
the north-east, and Plot C staggered across the length of the east side. The chronology of grave goods 
indicated that Plots A and B were used throughout the 6th century AD, and Plot C was used from the 
mid-6th to 7th century AD (Sayer 2009: 158). Most of the burials contained grave goods, with only 12 
of the 76 not containing any objects (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 26). 

The Saltwood Tunnel sample contained 217 graves excavated throughout three separate but proximal 
burial plots. The eastern cemetery contained 17 graves, 141 graves in the central cemetery, and 59 
within the western cemetery. It is believed that the entirety of the eastern cemetery was excavated 
and most of the graves from the central cemetery. Due to the limits of the excavation, it is expected 
that more graves south of the western cemetery remained undiscovered (Riddler and Trevarthen 
2006: 27; Riddler et al. 2006).

Both the Mill Hill and Saltwood Tunnel cemeteries contained burials with brooches and swords, 
which were analysed for characteristics of curation. This chapter will focus upon the brooches as 
examples of ‘heirlooms’ enacted in a mnemonic role of social remembrance during the funeral for 
four graves. There were 46 brooches found within 16 of the burials at Mill Hill, four of which displayed 
likely evidence of curation through the methods previously discussed (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 
29–31). Seven other burials showed some curation characteristics but did not have enough evidence 
to positively identify them as such. The Saltwood Tunnel cemetery contained fewer brooches, with 17 
from seven graves and two displaying likely evidence of curation (Ager et al. 2006: 4; Walton Rogers 
et al. 2006: 4). The other brooch burials did not display demonstrable characteristics of curation. The 
comparison of the most likely curated brooches between the cemeteries is similar at about a quarter 
of the total number of brooch burials (25% at Mill Hill, 28.5% at Saltwood Tunnel), suggesting that 
brooch-curation was neither ubiquitous nor rare. Let us begin with Mill Hill, where the selected 
analysed burials which display characteristics of curation are graves 61 and 102. 

Mill Hill, grave 61

Mill Hill grave 61 has been dated between the early and mid-6th century (Figure 7.2, top-left). It was 
located in Plot A, inside the ring-ditch of the Bronze Age barrow. Skeletal preservation was poor, but 
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the fragmented skull and long bones survived well enough to estimate the age of the individual to 
be 20–25 years old at the time of death (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 138). The individual was buried 
with five brooches, arranged as two pairs, with a single brooch in between. The pair of bronze gilded 
square-headed brooches are of the Åberg type 131 and displayed no signs of abrasion (Åberg 1926; 
Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 37). The pair of brooches has been chronologically dated to the early 
6th century AD. The single square-headed brooch, an Åberg type 132, chronologically dated to the 
early to mid-6th century AD, displays no abrasion but had its footplate broken (Parfitt and Brugmann 
1997: 100). The last two brooches were heavily abraded continental bird brooches of the Aubing type 
(Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 45; Werner 1961: 43). This ‘pair’ are actually two separate brooch casts 
but were worn as a pair within the grave (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 45). One of the bird brooches 

Figure 7.2: Schematic annotated grave-plans of the four early Anglo-Saxon inhumation graves that form the focus of this study. 
Top-left: grave 61, Mill Hill, Deal (after Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 201); top-right: grave 102, Mill Hill, Deal (after Parfitt and 
Brugmann 1997: 211); bottom-left: grave C4643, Saltwood Tunnel, Saltwood, Kent (after Riddler et al. 2006, fig. 107); bottom-

right: grave C3762, Saltwood Tunnel, Saltwood, Kent (after Riddler et al. 2006: fig. 83)
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was bronze and the other silver. This Aubing type of bird brooch was in use on the Continent from 
the mid- to late 5th to early 6th century AD (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 100; Pirling 1966: 178). The 
other grave goods included within the burial were a group of nine beads placed near the neck, a glass 
bowl to the left of the skull, a copper and an iron ring, a knife, and a single bead: all beside the left hip. 
There was also a belt buckle with kidney-shaped inlaid belt plate which reused an Iron Age/Roman 
gaming piece. The grave goods comprised one of the wealthier burials within the cemetery (Sayer 
2009: 159). 

The contrasting abrasion patterns upon brooches in grave 61 present a peculiar situation. The 
continental bird brooches were probably adorned often or even daily, potentially recognisable 
throughout the settlement. As the individual within the grave was in their early twenties, the abraded 
bird brooches are most likely older than the individual who is likely to have only worn such brooches 
upon reaching maturity (Stoodley 1999). The heavily abraded bird brooches can be considered 
heirlooms transferred to the young adult from a previous generation. 

The skeleton lay supine within the grave, with the five brooches aligned centrally in a vertical row. This 
style of brooch adornment reveals what seems to be a unique adaptation of Walton Rogers’ (2007: 190) 
Kentish dress style IV. This style adopted the Merovingian vertical four-brooch system to accommodate 
a cloak or jacket and was prevalent in the mid-6th century AD (Walton Rogers 2007: 190). The top two 
(bird) brooches would attach the vertical opening of a dress, buckled by a belt at the waist. These were 
followed by the Åberg 132 square-headed brooch. The bottom two (square-headed) brooches closed the 
overlapping jacket or cloak near the waist, allowing all of the brooches to be visible when worn in life 
and when dressed on the cadaver in the grave (Walton Rogers 2007: 190–191). This dress style of brooch 
adornment was found elsewhere in Kent, including within the Mill Hill cemetery (Parfitt and Brugmann 
1997: 48), but not in other areas of Anglo-Saxon England (Owen-Crocker 1986: 92). Nevertheless, the 
way in which the brooches were adorned is believed to have allowed all of the fasteners to be visible, 
displaying the contrast between their type and age. 

Mill Hill, grave 102

The second Mill Hill burial, grave 102, was located in Plot B just outside the Bronze Age ring barrow with 
the bottom half of the grave slightly cut by grave 96. As for grave 61, only the fragmented skull and long 
bones survived within the grave and the individual was aged between 35–45 years old. The body was in 
a supine position accompanied by a variety of grave goods (Figure 7.2, top-right). These included three 
brooches, 41 beads in a cluster near the neck, a group of iron objects near the left waist, a belt buckle 
and an iron knife (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 157–158). Similar to grave 61, the type and amount of 
grave goods suggests this represents a further example of a high-status grave within the cemetery 
(Sayer 2009: 159). The grave dates to the middle to second half of the 6th century.

The typology of the included brooches was diverse comprising the only great square-headed brooch 
found within the cemetery, a miniature bow brooch (otherwise known as a Kentish radiate-headed 
brooch), and a keystone-garnet disc brooch. The great square-headed brooch bears traces of severe 
abrasion, and was found to have undergone a repair after it had broken in antiquity (Parfitt and 
Brugmann 1997: 37). The stylistic artwork upon the brooch is unique, and differentiates it from other 
great square-headed brooches. Its closest parallels come from Weimar and Bernburg, Germany (Haseloff 
1981; Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 37). Because the brooch was unique and old, it is very likely to have 
been known to the survivors, and recognisable and memorable upon deposition.

The miniature bow brooch is of Werner’s western variant displaying a crouched animal upon the head 
plate (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 39; Werner 1961). This brooch also displayed heavy abrasion as well 
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as a replaced pin catch (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 49). Miniature bow brooches of this type date from 
the 5th century to the first quarter of the 6th century AD (Avent and Evison 1982; Brugmann 2012: 346). 

The third brooch within grave 102 gives us the latest date for the burial. This brooch is a silver 
keystone-garnet disc brooch of Avent class 1.2 (Avent 1975: 24). Avent class 1 brooches date from the 
mid-6th century AD and persisted through the latter half of the 6th century. The pin-catch of the garnet 
disc brooch displayed some abrasion, but was overall in a fresh condition compared to the other two 
accompanying brooches (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 49).

The brooches in grave 102 were centrally located within the grave, although their arrangements 
suggest a different burial costume to that seen in grave 61: a variation of Kentish dress styles IV and V. 
The adornment of the disc brooch by the neck appeared in the second half of the 6th century AD and 
continued to the beginning of the 7th century AD (Walton Rogers 2007: 193). The combination of the 
square-headed brooch and the miniature bow brooch imply they were utilised for fastening a jacket 
or coat as part of Kentish dress style IV. The two brooches would have closed the jacket vertically and 
covered the belt buckle. Six other brooch burials followed this dress style at Mill Hill as well but did not 
contain any significant signs of curation upon the brooches (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997: 47).

Saltwood Tunnel, grave C4643

The two Saltwood Tunnel graves (C4643 and C3762) also contain examples of heirloom brooches but 
afford different contextual relationships with their burial assemblages compared to those found with 
the Mill Hill examples. Grave C4643 was in the western cemetery group of the Saltwood Tunnel sample. 
The burial was just outside the Bronze Age barrow on the southern side. It cut two other graves, C4726 
and C4635, which may have necessitated the need for the stones lining a portion of the north and west 
areas of the grave cut. No human remains survived within the grave, but the small dimensions of the 
grave cut suggests the grave of a child (Riddler and Trevarthen 2006: 68) (Figure 7.2, bottom-left). The 
grave goods included a knife, a single glass cylinder bead, an iron key, and two brooches. The number 
and type of grave goods bear similarity to many other child burials aged 7–12 found across early Anglo-
Saxon England (Stoodley 1999: 111). 

The brooches of Grave C4643 were a button brooch and a Kentish square-headed brooch, and thus 
of markedly different types and appearance, and of divergent dates. The gilded copper-alloy button 
brooch falls into Avent and Evison’s typological class Aii (Avent and Evison 1982), or more recently 
Suzuki’s class A2 (Suzuki 2008). These A2 button brooches have been found to date to the mid-/late 
5th to the beginning of the 6th century AD (Suzuki 2008: 334). Compared to other variants of button 
brooches, A-style button brooches have been known for their high-quality craftsmanship (Avent and 
Evison 1982; Walton Rogers et al. 2006: 2). The brooch also displays signs of abrasion and wearing, as 
the gilding upon the face of the brooch has mostly been worn away (Riddler and Trevarthen 2006: 68). 

The accompanying brooch is chronologically later than the button brooch. The silver Kentish square-
headed brooch is an Åberg Type 133, one of the later types of square-headed brooches dated to the late 
6th century AD (Åberg 1926: 200; Leigh 1980; Walton Rogers et al. 2006). Taking the worn state of the 
button brooch into consideration, the chronological contrast between the brooches could be anywhere 
between 25 to 100 years. As a child’s grave, this would mean the button brooch is far older than the 
deceased, which would have made it at least one other person’s possession (cf. Williams 2006: 49–51). 

As there were no surviving human remains it is difficult to ascertain the deceased’s location and posture 
within the grave. However, both brooches and the single bead were found centrally within the grave, 
arranged vertically with the square-headed brooches found just about the button brooch. As vertically 
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arranged brooches were elements of Kentish dress styles II, III, and IV, it can be argued that the body 
was probably in a supine position in the grave (Owen-Crocker 1986: 91; Walton Rogers 2007: 190). This 
position would also render the brooches visually central during the funeral, allowing the brooch’s 
extended biography to enact upon the social remembrance of the mourners.

Saltwood Tunnel, grave C3762

The second Saltwood Tunnel burial, grave C3762, was also located within the western cemetery, inside 
the south-east quarter of the Bronze Age ring-ditch. The grave was dated to the mid- to late 6th century 
AD (Riddler and Trevarthen 2006). The skeletal remains were in very poor condition, with only pieces 
of the skull surviving. The individual, aged 18–25 at the time of death, was buried with a wealthy 
assortment of grave goods (Riddler and Trevarthen 2006: 60) (Figure 7.2, bottom-right). These included 
two different types of brooches (radiate-headed and Kentish disc brooch), a wooden casket with bone 
and copper-alloy mounts, an iron weaving batten, 40 amber and glass beads, a belt buckle, a pair of iron 
shears, a crystal ball within a silver suspension mount, an iron knife, and a ceramic vessel. 

The radiate-headed brooch is a Continent type of the 5th to 6th century AD and most likely was acquired 
from across the Channel (Koch 1998). It thus can be regarded as an ‘heirloom’ in the context of a grave 
most likely dating to the mid-/late 6th century (Riddler and Trevarthen 2006). This type of radiate-
headed brooch is believed to have been an earlier variant of Koch’s 1.3.1 or 1.3.1.5, dating to the late 5th 
to early 6th century AD, found mainly in the Middle Rhineland (Koch 1998; Walton Rogers et al. 2006: 3). 
The brooch is very worn, with one of the five radiating knobs broken off completely and another knob 
missing its garnet. The brooch was cast in silver while further analysis has found it was also gilded so 
it would have been potentially a valuable and distinctive item whilst looking obviously worn (Walton 
Rogers et al. 2006: 2).

The second brooch was an Avent class 2.2 Kentish disc brooch, dated to approximately the mid- to 
the end of the 6th century AD (Avent 1975; Brugmann 2012: 348; Walton Rogers et al. 2006: 19). This 
brooch was cast in silver with a gold inlay around the garnet settings. It had a high copper percentage 
giving green staining as the front became worn and abraded (Walton Rogers et al. 2006: 19). Some of the 
abrasion on the gilding of the brooch has been attributed to consistent contact with beads when worn, 
but it would have contrasted in appearance with the first brooch in style and degree of wear.

The overall dress style utilised in the grave is similar to Kentish dress style V (mid-6th to 7th century 
AD) with the addition of the heirloom radiate-headed brooch, potentially for fastening a jacket or cloak, 
or as an elaborate substitute for a pin. 

The tableau of grave goods created by this burial assemblage signified a high social status of the 
individual and/or survivors. This is evidenced by the inclusion of the highly decorative Avent class 
2.2 Kentish disc brooch. Another high-status item is an iron weaving batten which has parallels in 
some of the wealthiest of Kentish burials; this item implies an elevated social status, possibly linked 
to a standardised regime of textile production (Harrington 2016; Walton Rogers and Riddler 2006). 
Furthermore, this was the only weaving batten found at Saltwood Tunnel, also hinting that it denoted 
an elite individual and/or family using the burial ground. 

Within this lavish display was the old, heavily worn, and damaged radiate-headed brooch. Repairs were 
commonly found upon brooches throughout the 5th–7th centuries AD (Martin 2012), as discussed for 
the brooch from Mill Hill grave 102 (Parfitt and Brugmann 1997). In grave C3762, the brooch was retained 
bearing this wear and placed in this condition within the grave of a young adult. The visual aesthetic 
character of the tarnished and broken brooch gave it a unique appearance among the other objects of 
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the grave assemblage, which made it likely to stand out as a unique focal point for the enactment of 
social remembrance by the mourners attending the funeral. 

Discussion

Among the four burials discussed in this chapter, the Kentish dress styles enabled the brooches to 
become effective visual focal points upon the deceased in life and during the funeral. The combination 
of the types and ages of brooches can now be proposed as a key aspect of the burial assemblage: 
conveying the extended biography of the curated brooches emphasised by the addition of the later or 
more contemporary brooch styles. 

In grave 61 at Mill Hill, the unabraded small square-headed brooches, which were relatively common 
but high-status dress accessories within Kentish graves, would have provided the evidence of a local 
‘East Kentish’ elite identity, connecting the deceased and their family to the surrounding landscape. The 
noticeably abraded continental bird brooches further up the body, by contrast, would not only display 
a connection to the biography and identity of the previous owner(s?) and/or kin group, but perhaps to 
farther-flung connections across the sea. A similar combination, but alternate positions, for brooches 
can be identified in grave 102 at Mill Hill. Here, the juxtaposition involves a new brooch fastened by 
the neck and older brooches near to the belt line, including the only great square-headed brooch found 
within the cemetery and indicating its unique status within the burying community. Again, we might 
be here seeing a contrasting set of memories and associations performed through the dressing of the 
corpse and the display within the grave. The inclusion of the deteriorated and old radiate-headed 
brooch within the wealthy objects assembled in Saltwood Tunnel grave C3762 would have been publicly 
noticeable and memorable, bringing the remembrance of the biography of the brooch, the individual, 
and the family to the forefront of the funerary proceedings. Both Mill Hill grave 102 as well as Saltwood 
Tunnel grave C3762 deployed Kentish dress style V, utilising a Kentish disc brooch at the neck with the 
addition of a noticeably older brooch or brooches near the midsection.

Heirloom brooches may have been personal possessions, but might have equally been bequeathed to 
their final owner at the time of their death or funeral for a host of reasons. Graves containing brooches 
chronologically older than the deceased which they accompany may have been an emotionally-driven 
gift for an individual who perished in their youth, such as the suspected child grave of Saltwood Tunnel 
C4643. In the context of a young individual, this need not indicate low ‘token’ social status or an amuletic 
interpretation (cf. Crawford 2000: 30–32). Instead, the addition of a brooch with an extended biography 
might have mnemonically connected the identity of a previous owner(s) to the deceased. This may 
have reinforced or replaced the unfulfilled identity of the young person: a strategy of prospective 
commemoration (cf. Williams 2006: 49–51; 2010). As well as coalescing an emotive force to the funeral 
(see Williams 2007), perhaps this heirloom conveyed the history and status of the family or kin group: 
connecting the living and the dead to a shared past.

Conclusion

The recognition of curated heirloom brooches suggests that they may have had an active role in early 
medieval social remembrance because of their known histories in relation to the deceased and their 
social network among the survivors attending the funeral. The extended biographies of the brooches 
could have enhanced the social status and identity of the deceased, as well as the surviving family. 
Whilst most attention has been afforded to the shifting, and Christian-influenced significance, of curated 
and reused artefacts in seventh-century burial contexts (e.g. Sherlock 2016), the socially competitive 
climate of the mid-sixth- to seventh-century AD furnished inhumation graves has escaped attention. 
The examples identified in this chapter foreshadow ongoing research into the emerging sixth-century 
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phenomenon of heirlooms—both brooches and swords—in early Anglo-Saxon Kent. This future work 
will aim to show how artefacts were deployed in funerals to not only signal social identities, but to forge 
perceptions of the past, present and future. These heirloom brooches would have been worn regularly 
and seen publicly in daily life, as implied by the abrasion patterns discovered upon the objects. Yet 
in the funeral they took on an additional set of significances, connecting past, present and future for 
the survivors through the deployment and prominent display of the artefacts upon the cadaver in the 
burial assemblage.

Whilst only four graves were discussed in the context of this chapter, they provide the basis for 
a broader reinterpretation. At both the Saltwood Tunnel and Mill Hill cemeteries, we can identify a 
similar number of recognisable heirloom brooches. Their display within the funerary theatre would be 
a multifaceted mnemonic focal point of social remembrance, amplifying the use of social remembrance 
by a family or kin group’s for the reworking or reconfiguration of social status in the area during and 
after the funeral. Such items would have had a social and mnemonic import for the funerals in a fashion 
that retrieved Roman objects might not have possessed. Future research should therefore adopt a more 
nuanced approach to considering the multiple evocations of reused and recycled heirlooms as integral 
elements of grave good assemblages.
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